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Abstract

For a long time, many social scientists have conducted content analysis by using their sub-
stantive knowledge and manually coding documents. In recent years, however, fully automated
content analysis based on probabilistic topic models has become increasingly popular because
of their scalability. Unfortunately, applied researchers find that these models often fail to yield
topics of their substantive interest by inadvertently creating multiple topics with similar content
and combining different themes into a single topic. In this paper, we empirically demonstrate
that providing topic models with a small number of keywords can substantially improve their per-
formance. The proposed keyword assisted topic model (keyATM) offers an important advantage
that the specification of keywords requires researchers to label topics prior to fitting a model to
the data. This contrasts with a widespread practice of post-hoc topic interpretation and adjust-
ments that compromises the objectivity of empirical findings. In our applications, we find that
the keyATM provides more interpretable results, has better document classification performance,
and is less sensitive to the number of topics than the standard topic models. Finally, we show
that the keyATM can also incorporate covariates and model time trends. An open-source software
package is available for implementing the proposed methodology.
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1 Introduction

Textual data represent the most fundamental way of recording and preserving human communication

and activities. Social scientists have long analyzed texts by conducting content analysis based on their

substantive knowledge. A typical process would require researchers to read and manually classify

relevant documents into different categories of interest based on a codebook prepared specifically for

measuring substantive concepts of interest (e.g., Bauer, 2000). A critical drawback of this approach

is the lack of scalability. The increasing availability of digitized texts over the last couple of decades

has made this limitation clearer than ever. As a result, social scientists are increasingly relying on

fully automated content analysis based on machine learning models (Grimmer and Stewart, 2013).

In particular, probabilistic topic models have been the most popular methodology for uncovering

the contents of documents and exploring the relations between discovered topics and meta infor-

mation such as the characteristics of authors (see e.g., Blei, Ng and Jordan, 2003; Grimmer, 2010;

Roberts, Stewart and Airoldi, 2016).1 Unfortunately, researchers find that these fully automated

models often fail to yield topics of their substantive interest by inadvertently creating multiple topics

with similar content and combining different themes into a single topic (Chang et al., 2009; Newman,

Bonilla and Buntine, 2011; Morstatter and Liu, 2016). This is not surprising because these models

do not directly incorporate the information about topics of interest.

Another undesirable feature of the current approach is that researchers must interpret and label

uncovered topics after model fitting. Together with post-hoc adjustments of topics (e.g., popular

FREX measure by Bischof and Airoldi, 2012), this widespread practice can compromise the scientific

objectivity of empirical findings. Finally, the empirical results obtained under probabilistic topic

models are known to be sensitive to the number of topics and the starting values of estimation

algorithm (Boyd-Graber, Mimno and Newman, 2014; Roberts, Stewart and Tingley, 2016).

In this paper, we propose the keyword assisted topic models (keyATM) that allow researchers to

1In political science, numerous authors have recently used this approach (e.g. Grimmer, 2013; Hagemann, Hobolt and

Wratil, 2017; Rice, 2017; Bagozzi and Berliner, 2018; Barnes and Hicks, 2018; Blaydes, Grimmer and McQueen, 2018;

Hopkins, 2018; Jiang, 2018; Mueller and Rauh, 2018; Pan and Chen, 2018; Schuler, 2018; Martin and McCrain, 2019;

Munger et al., 2019; Baerg and Lowe, 2020).
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label each topic via the specification of keywords before fitting the model, thereby avoiding post-hoc

interpretation and adjustments of topics. The basic version of keyATM is originally introduced by Ja-

garlamudi, Daumé III and Udupa (2012). We extend their model by estimating the hyper-parameters

to improve its empirical performance, allowing for topics that has no keyword, incorporating covari-

ates to characterize document-topic distribution, and model time trends of topic proportions. We

also derive quantities of interest useful for substantive researchers under these models. The pro-

posed models can be implemented via an open-source R package, keyATM, which is available at the

Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN).

Our main contribution is to empirically demonstrate that providing topic models with a small

number of keywords substantially improves their performance. We assess the performance of top-

ics models both qualitatively, by examining the most frequent words for each estimated topic, and

quantitatively, by comparing the document classification with human coding. In Section 2, we eval-

uate the performance of the base keyATM by utilizing the data from the Congressional bills project

(Adler and Wilkerson, 2018). We show that the keyATM yields more interpretable topics, achieves a

better document classification performance, and are less sensitive to starting values than the Latent

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). In Section 3, we apply the keyATM with covariates to the candidate

manifestos of Japanese elections (Catalinac, 2015). In addition to better topic interpretability, we

show the estimated proportions of the topics are more stable across different numbers of topics than

the structured topic model (STM). Finally, in Section 4, we apply the dynamic keyATM to the United

States Supreme Court opinion data (Spaeth et al., 2019). Like the base keyATM, this model provides

more interpretable topics, more accurate classification performance, and less sensitivity to starting

values than the dynamic model without keywords. Finally, the model appears to better capture the

dynamic trend of topic prevalence.

Since the pioneering work of Blei, Ng and Jordan (2003) on the LDA, the estimation of inter-

pretable topics has been one of the most important research agendas (Blei, 2012). We neither claim

that the keyATM is better than numerous other existing approaches nor attempt to provide a com-
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prehensive review of this large literature here. Instead, we briefly mention the existing models that

are closely related to the keyATM. Most importantly, the base keyATM is identical to the model of

Jagarlamudi, Daumé III and Udupa (2012) except that we allow some topics to have no keyword and

place a prior distribution on the hyper parameter and estimate it from data (Wallach, Mimno and

McCallum, 2009). In addition, Li et al. (2019) propose a model similar to the base keyATM under

the assumption that each document has a single keyword topic and some topics with no keyword.

In contrast, the keyATM allows each document to belong to multiple keyword topics.

Other researchers have proposed to incorporate substantive knowledge by placing an informative

prior distribution over topic-word distributions. For example, researchers construct a prior distri-

bution based on word cooccurrences in a corpus (Lu et al., 2011; Newman, Bonilla and Buntine,

2011). Xie, Yang and Xing (2015) incorporate the information about similarity of words through a

Markov random field, while Andrzejewski, Zhu and Craven (2009) specify a set of words that have

a similar probability within a certain topic through a Dirichlet Forest prior distribution. In contrast

to these approaches, the keyATM directly incorporates a small number of keywords into a topic-word

distribution. We believe that this simplicity of the keyATM, i.e., adding a small number of keywords

to the existing topic models, is desirable for applied research in social sciences.

2 The Base keyATM

We begin by describing the base keyword assisted topic model (keyATM), which we will extend in

various ways throughout this paper. This model is identical to the model of Jagarlamudi, Daumé

III and Udupa (2012) except that we allow some topics to have no keyword and estimate a hyper-

parameter from data for improved empirical performance. Our application demonstrates that this

base keyATM yields results superior to those of the LDA both qualitatively and quantitatively.

2.1 The Model

Suppose that we have a total of D documents and each document d has Nd words. These documents

contain a total of V unique words. Let wdi represent the ith word in document d where Wd =
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{wd1, wd2, . . . , wdNd
} represents the set of all words used in document d. We are interested in

identifying the topics that underlie each document. We consider two types of topics: topics with

keywords, which are of primary interest to researchers and are referred to as keyword topics, and

topics without keywords, which we call no-keyword topics. Suppose that we have a total of K topics

and the first K̃ of them are keyword topics, i.e., K̃ ≤ K. For each keyword topic k, researchers

provide a set of Lk keywords, which is denoted by Vk = {vk1, vk2, . . . , vkLk
}. Note that the same

keywords may be used for different keyword topics and keywords are a part of total V unique words.

Our model is based on the following data generation process (see Figure S1 of Appendix S1 for

the graphical representation of the model). For each word i in document d, we first draw the latent

topic variable zdi ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K} from the topic distribution of the document,

zdi
indep.∼ Categorical(θd) (1)

where θd is a K-dimensional vector of topic probabilities for document d with
∑K

k=1 θdk = 1. This

document-topic distribution θd characterizes the relative proportion of each topic for document d.

If the sampled topic is one of the no-keyword topics, then we draw the word wdi from the

corresponding word distribution of the topic,

wdi | zdi = k
indep.∼ Categorical(φk) for k ∈ {K̃ + 1, K̃ + 2, . . . ,K}

where φk is a V -dimensional vector of word probabilities for topic k with
∑V

v=1 φkv = 1. This

probability vector represents the relative frequency of each word within topic k.

On the other hand, if the sampled topic has keywords, we first draw a Bernoulli random variable

sdi with success probability πk for word i in document d. If this variable is equal to 1, then word

wdi is drawn from the set of keywords for the topic based on probability vector φ̃k. In contrast, if

sdi is equal to 0, then we sample the word from the standard topic-word distribution of the topic
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φk. Therefore, we have,

sdi | zdi = k
indep.∼ Bernoulli(πk) for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K̃}

wdi | sdi, zdi = k
indep.∼


Categorical(φk) if sdi = 0

Categorical(φ̃k) if sdi = 1

for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K̃}

where πk represents the probability of sampling from the set of keywords, and φ̃k is a V dimensional

vector of word probabilities for the set of keywords of topic k, i.e., Vk. Thus, Lk of V elements in

φ̃k have positive values and the others are 0. We use the following prior distributions,

πk
i.i.d.∼ Beta(γ1, γ2) for k = 1, 2, . . . , K̃

φk
i.i.d.∼ Dirichlet(β) for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (2)

φ̃k
i.i.d.∼ Dirichlet(β̃) for k = 1, 2, . . . , K̃ (3)

θd
i.i.d.∼ Dirichlet(α) for d = 1, 2, . . . , D (4)

αk
indep.∼


Gamma(η̃1, η̃2) for k = 1, 2, . . . , K̃

Gamma(η1, η2) for k = K̃ + 1, K̃ + 2, . . . ,K

(5)

In typical applications, the choice of hyper prior parameters does not matter so long as the amount

of data is sufficiently large.2 The only exception is the prior for πk, which controls the influence of

keywords. We use the uniform prior distribution for πk, i.e., γ1 = γ2 = 1 as a non-informative prior,

which we find works well across a variety of applications including the ones presented in this paper.

As shown above, the keyATM is based on a mixture of two distributions, one with positive proba-

bilities only for keywords and the other with positive probabilities for all words. It is straightforward

to show that this mixture structure makes the prior means for the frequency of user-selected key-

words given a topic greater than those of non-keywords in the same topic. In addition, the prior

variance is also larger for the frequency of keywords given a topic than for non-keywords. This

2The default values used in the keyATM package are: γ1 = γ2 = 1, β = 0.01, β̃ = 0.1, η1 = 2, η2 = 1, and η̃1 = η̃2 = 1.
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encourages the keyATM to place a greater importance on keywords a priori while allowing the model

to learn from the data about the precise degree to which keywords matter for a given topic.

2.2 The Sampling Algorithm

We next describe the sampling algorithm of the base keyATM. To improve the empirical performance

of the model, we follow Wilson and Chew (2010) and use term weights that help prevent highly

frequent words from dominating the resulting topics. We use a collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithm

to sample from the posterior distribution by integrating out the variables (θ,φ, φ̃,π) (Griffiths and

Steyvers, 2004). This yields a Markov chain of (z, s,α).

From the expression of the collapsed posterior distribution (see Appendix S2), it is straight-

forward to derive the conditional posterior distribution of each parameter. First, the sampling

distribution of topic assignment for each word i in document d is given by,

Pr(zdi = k | z−di,w, s,α,β, β̃,γ)

∝


βv + n−dikv∑
v βv + n−dik

·
n−dik + γ2

ñ−dik + γ1 + n−dik + γ2
·
(
n−didk + αk

)
if sdi = 0,

β̃v + ñ−dikv∑
v∈Vk β̃v + ñ−dik

·
ñ−dik + γ1

ñ−dik + γ1 + n−dik + γ2
·
(
n−didk + αk

)
if sdi = 1,

(6)

where n−dik (ñ−dik ) represents the number of words (keywords) in the documents assigned to topic

(keyword topic) k excluding the ith word of document d. Similarly, n−dikv (ñ−dikv ) denotes the number

of times word (keyword) v is assigned to topic (keyword topic) k again excluding the ith word of

document d, and n−didk represents the number of times word v is assigned to topic k in document d

excluding the ith word of document d.

Next, we sample sdi from the following conditional posterior distribution,

Pr(sdi = s | s−di, z,w,β, β̃,γ) ∝


βv + n−dizdiv∑
v βv + n−dizdi

· (n−dizdi
+ γ2) if s = 0,

β̃v + ñ−dizdiv∑
v∈Vzdi

β̃v + ñ−dizdi

· (ñ−dizdi
+ γ1) if s = 1.
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Finally, the conditional posterior distribution of αk is given by,

p(αk | α−[k], s, z,w, η̃) ∝
Γ
(∑K

k=1 αk

)∏D
d=1 Γ (ndk + αk)

Γ(αk)
∏D
d=1 Γ

(∑K
k=1 ndk + αk

) · αη̃1−1k exp(−η̃2αk), (7)

for k = 1, 2, . . . , K̃. For k = K̃ + 1, . . . ,K, the conditional distribution is identical except that η̃1

and η̃2 are replaced with η1 and η2. We use an unbounded slice sampler to efficiently sample from

a large parameter space (Mochihashi, 2020).

As mentioned earlier, we apply the weighting method of Wilson and Chew (2010) when com-

puting these word counts in the collapsed Gibbs sampler so that frequently occurring words do not

overwhelm other meaningful words. Based on the information theory, Wilson and Chew (2010) pro-

pose a weighting scheme based on − log2 p(v) where p(v) is estimated using an observed frequency

of term v. The weight for a term v is defined as,

m(v) = − log2

∑D
d=1

∑Nd
i=1 1(wdi = v)∑D
d=1Nd

. (8)

Then, the weighted word counts used in the collapsed Gibbs sampler are given by,

nkv = m(v)
D∑
d=1

Nd∑
i=1

1(wdi = v)1(sdi = 0)1(zdi = k),

ñkv = m(v)
D∑
d=1

Nd∑
i=1

1(wdi = v)1(sdi = 1)1(zdi = k),

ndk =

Nd∑
i=1

m(wdi)1(zdi = k)

where m(v) = 1 for all v corresponds to the unweighted sampler.

2.3 Model Interpretation

To interpret the fitted keyATM, we focus on two quantities of interest. Topic-word distribution

represents the relative frequency of words for each topic, characterizing the topic content. Document-

topic distribution represents the proportions of topics for each document, reflecting the main themes
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of the document. We show how to compute these quantities from the collapsed Gibbs sampler.

We obtain a single topic-word distribution φ̂k by combining both φk and φ̃k according to the

following mixture structure assumed under the model for each word v of topic k,

φ̂kv = (1− πk)φkv + πkφ̃kv. (9)

Since both φk and φ̃k are marginalized out, they are not stored as part of the Markov chain. Thus,

we compute the marginal posterior mean as our estimate of topic-word distribution,

E[φ̂kv | w] = E
{
E[φ̂kv | βv, β̃v,γ, s, z,w] | w

}
= E

{
E[(1− πk) | γ, s, z] E[φkv | βv, s, z,w] + E[πk | γ, s, z] E[φ̃kv | β̃v, s, z,w] | w

}
= E

[
nk + γ2

ñk + γ1 + nk + γ2
· βv + nkv∑

v′ βv′ + nk
+

ñk + γ1
ñk + γ1 + nk + γ2

· β̃v + ñkv∑
v′∈Vk β̃v′ + ñkv

∣∣∣∣∣ w

]
,

(10)

where nk =
∑V

v=1 nkv, ñk =
∑V

v=1 ñkv and the second equality follows from the conditional inde-

pendence relations assumed under the model. Similarly, although the document-topic distribution

θdk is also marginalized out, we compute its marginal posterior,

E(θdk | w) = E [E(θdk | αk, z) | w] | w] = E

[
αk + ndk∑K

k′=1
αk′ + ndk′

∣∣∣∣∣ w

]
, (11)

for each document d and topic k.

2.4 Empirical Evaluation

We assess the empirical performance of the base keyATM by analyzing the texts of Congressional

bills and using the set of keywords compiled by the Comparative Agenda Project (2019). We first

show that the keyATM yields more interpretable topic-word distributions than the LDA. We also

validate the topic classification of these bills against the corresponding human coding obtained from

the Congressional Bill Project (Adler and Wilkerson, 2018). This validation study shows that the
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keyATM outperforms the LDA, illustrating the improved quality of the document-topic distributions.

2.4.1 Data and Setup

We analyze the Congressional bills that were subject to floor votes during the 101st to 114th Ses-

sions.3 These bills were identified via Voteview4 and their texts were obtained from congress.gov.5

There are a total of 4,421 such bills with an average of 316 bills per session. We preprocess the raw

texts by first removing stop words via the R package quanteda (Benoit et al., 2018), then pruning

words that appear less than 11 times in the corpus, and lemmatizing the remaining words via the

Python library NLTK (Bird, Klein and Loper, 2009). After preprocessing, we have on average 5,537

words per bill and 7,776 unique words in the entire corpus. The maximum document length is

152,624 and minimum is 26.

These bills are ideal for our empirical evaluation because the Congressional Bills Project (CBP)

uses human coders to assign a primary policy topic to each bill, enabling us to validate the automated

classification of topic models against the manual coding. According to the CBP,6 human coders follow

the guidelines of the Comparative Agendas Project (CAP) codebook7 and select a primary topic out

of the 21 CAP policy topics based on either the short description or title of each bill.

We derive keywords of each topic from the brief description provided by the CAP. We make

this process as automatic as possible to reduce the subjectivity of our empirical validation.8 Ap-

pendix S3.4 demonstrates that our empirical results shown below are robust to different selections of

keywords. When applying the keyATM, however, researchers should use their substantive knowledge

3These sessions are chosen for the availability of data.
4https://voteview.com Last accessed on December 10, 2019.
5https://www.congress.gov/ Last accessed on December 10, 2019.
6http://www.congressionalbills.org/codebooks.html Last accessed on December 10, 2019.
7Master Codebook: The Policy Agendas Project at the University of Texas Austin. available at https://www.

comparativeagendas.net/ Last accessed on December 10, 2019.
8First, we remove stopwords and lemmatize the remaining terms in the same way as done for the bill texts. We then

remove the words and phrases that have little to do with the substantive meaning of each topic. For example, a

topic description always begins with the phrase “Description: Includes issues . . . ”, and hence we remove this phrase.

Similarly, we exclude the phrases, “. . . related generally to . . . ” and “. . . generally related to . . . ,” which appear in the

description of 13 different topics. Third, we use the same keywords for multiple topics only if their inclusion can be

substantively justified. For example, the term “technology,” which appears in the description of several topics, is only

used as a keyword for the Technology topic. Lastly, we limit the number of keywords to 25 per topic. We remove terms

based on the proportion of keywords among all terms in the corpus if the topic contains more than 25 keywords.
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Topic label Count Percentage (%) Most frequent keywords

Government operations 864 19.54 administrative capital collection
Public lands 464 10.50 land resource water
Defense 433 9.79 security military operation
Domestic commerce 392 8.87 cost security management
Law & crime 274 6.20 code family court
Health 272 6.15 cost health payment
International affairs 207 4.68 committee foreign develop
Transportation 191 4.32 construction transportation air
Macroeconomics 177 4.00 cost interest budget
Environment 163 3.69 resource water protection
Education 138 3.12 education area loan
Energy 132 2.99 energy vehicle conservation
Technology 131 2.96 transfer research technology
Labor 111 2.51 employee benefit standard
Foreign trade 110 2.49 agreement foreign international
Civil rights 102 2.31 information contract right
Social welfare 73 1.65 assistance child care
Agriculture 68 1.54 product food market
Housing 65 1.47 housing community family
Immigration 52 1.18 immigration refugee citizenship
Culture 2 0.05 cultural culture

Table 1: Frequency of each topic and its most frequent keywords. The table presents the
label of each topic from the Comparative Agendas Project codebook, the number and proportion
of the bills classified by the human coders of the Congressional Bills Project for each topic, and
three most frequent keywords associated with each topic. Note that the Culture topic only has two
keywords and the same keywords may appear for different topics.

to carefully select relevant keywords that occur in the corpus of interest at a resonable frequency.

Table 1 presents the 21 CAP topics, the number and proportion of the bills assigned by the CBP

human coders to each topic, and their most frequent keywords. On average, there are 20 keywords

per topic. The minimum number of keywords is 2 (Culture) and the maximum is 25 (Domestic

commerce, Law & crime, Health, Education, Energy, Technology, Labor, and Civil rights). Each

keyword represents a topic in meaningful ways. For example, “employee” and “benefit” for the

Labor topic are taken from “employee benefits, pensions, and retirement accounts,” whereas “drug”

for the Law & crime topic is derived from “illegal drug crime and enforcement, criminal penalties

for drug crimes.” Table S1 in Appendix S3.1 shows the full list of keywords.

We fit the keyATM and LDA to this corpus. For both models, we use a total of K = K̃ = 21
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topics and do not include any additional topics because the CAP topics are designed to encompass

all possible issues in this corpus. This means that for the keyATM, all topics have some keywords.

We use the default prior specification of the keyATM package (see footnote 2). The LDA used in this

analysis has the same exact specification as the keyATM with the exception of using no keyword,

i.e., πk = 0 for all k. We run five independent Markov chains with different random starting values

obtained from the prior distribution of each model. We run the MCMC algorithms for 3,000 iterations

and obtain the posterior means of φkv and θdk using equations (10) and (11), respectively.

2.4.2 Topic Interpretability

We begin by comparing the interpretability of the resulting topics between the keyATM and LDA.

We focus on the topic-word distributions and show that words with high probabilities given a topic

are consistent with its topic label.

For the keyATM, each topic with keywords already has a label and so there is no need to interpret

the resulting topics after model fitting. Indeed, this is a major advantage of the keyATM. In contrast,

the LDA requires the post-hoc labeling of the resulting topics. Here, we determine the topic labels

such that the document classification performance of the LDA is maximized.9 This leads to the

most (least) favorable empirical evaluation for the LDA (keyATM). Below, we show that even in this

disadvantageous setting, the keyATM significantly outperforms the LDA.

Table 2 presents the ten words with the highest estimated probabilities for six selected topics

under each model. The results for the remaining 15 topics are shown in Table S2 of Appendix S3.2.

For the keyATM, the keywords of each topic appear in bold letters whereas the asterisks indicate the

keywords from another topic. The results for each model are based on the MCMC draws from one

of the five chains that has the median performance in terms of the overall AUROC.10

The results demonstrate several advantages of the keyATM over the LDA. First, the Labor topic

9Specifically, for the LDA, we use the Hungarian algorithm to match the 21 topic labels to the resulting topics by finding

pairs of labels and resulting topics that maximize the area under the receiver operating characteristics (AUROC) for all

21 topics. To account for the multi-label classification structure when computing AUROC, we calculate the harmonic

mean of binary classification measures across each label with the R package multiROC (Wei, Wang and Jia, 2018).
10We do not combine multiple chains due to the label switching problem for the LDA. There is no such problem for the

keyATM since the topics are labeled before model fitting.
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Labor Transportation Foreign trade

keyATM LDA keyATM LDA keyATM LDA

employee apply transportation transportation product∗ air

benefit tax highway highway trade vessel

individual amendment safety safety change airport

rate end carrier vehicle agreement transportation

compensation taxable air carrier good aviation

period respect code∗ motor tobacco∗ administrator

code∗ period system system head aircraft

payment∗ individual vehicle∗ strike article carrier

determine case airport rail free administration

agreement∗ relate motor code chapter coast

Immigration Law & crime Government operations

keyATM LDA keyATM LDA keyATM LDA

security∗ alien intelligence∗ security expense congress

alien attorney attorney information appropriation house

immigration child crime intelligence remain senate

homeland∗ crime court homeland authorize office

border∗ immigration enforcement committee necessary committee

status grant criminal director transfer∗ commission

nationality enforcement code system expend representative

describe person offense foreign exceed congressional

individual court person government office strike

employer∗ offense justice office activity bill

Table 2: Comparison of top five words for six selected topics between the keyATM and
LDA. The table shows the ten words with the highest estimated probability for each topic under each
model. For the keyATM, the pre-specified keywords for each topic appear in bold letters, whereas
the asterisks indicate the keywords specified for another topic.

of LDA includes many unrelated terms and does not contain any terms related to this topic whereas

the keyATM lists many keywords among the most frequent words for the topic, such as “benefit”,

“employee”, and “compensation.” Second, the LDA do not find meaningful terms for the Foreign

trade topic and instead create a topic whose most frequent terms are related to the Transportation

topic. In contrast, the top words selected by the keyATM represent the content of the Foreign trade

topic, while those for the Transportation capture the substantive meaning of the topic well.

Similarly, the LDA has a difficulty selecting the words that represent the Law & crime topic

and cannot distinguish it from the Immigration topic. Indeed, the Immigration topic for the LDA
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includes the term “crime”, “court” and “enforcement”, which are keywords of the Law & crime

topic. In contrast, the keyATM selects many keywords among top ten words for each of these two

topics without conflating them. This result is impressive since the bills whose primary topic is the

Immigration topic accounts only for 1.18% of all bills. Finally, both the keyATM and LDA are unable

to identify the meaningful words for the Government operations topic, which is the most frequent

topic in our corpus. Section 2.4.4 explains why both models fail to uncover this particular topic.

2.4.3 Topic Classification

Next, to evaluate the quality of topic-document distributions, we compare the automated classi-

fication of the keyATM and LDA with the human coding. Specifically, we compare the estimated

topic-document distribution, θ̂d given in equation (11), with the primary policy topic assigned by the

CBP human coders. While the topic models we consider allow each document to belong to multiple

topics, the CBP selects only one primary topic for each bill. Despite this difference, we independently

evaluate the classification performance of the keyATM against that of the LDA via the ROC curves

based on θ̂dk for each topic k. As noted earlier, our evaluation setting favors the LDA because the

LDA topics are matched with the CBP topics by maximizing its classification performance.

Figure 1 presents the ROC curves for the same six selected topics as those shown in Table 2 (see

Appendix S3.3 for the remaining results). Each line represents the ROC curve based on one of the

five Markov chains with different starting values for the keyATM (blue lines) and LDA (grey lines).

The keyATM clearly outperforms the LDA in terms of topic classification except for the Government

operations topic. Indeed, the classification performance is consistent with the qualitative evaluation

based on Table 2. For example, the poor performance of both models for the Government operations

is not surprising given that their topwords are not informative about the topic content. When

compared to the LDA, the keyATM has a much better classification performance for the Labor,

Transportation, Foreign trade, and Law & crime topics, where its topic interpretability is superior.

Finally, the ROC curves for the keyATM are less sensitive to different starting values than those for

the LDA with the exception of the Government operations topic.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the ROC curves between the keyATM and LDA for six selected
topics. Each line represents the ROC curve from one of the five Markov chains with different
starting values for the keyATM (blue lines) and LDA (grey lines). The median AUROC indicates
the median value of AUROC among five chains for each model. The plots show that the keyATM
has a better topic classification performance than the LDA with the exception of the “Government
operations” topic. The results of the keyATM are also less sensitive to the starting values.

2.4.4 Quality of Keywords and Performance of the keyATM

The poor quality of keywords for the Government operations topic appears to explain the failure

of the keyATM in terms of both topic interpretability and classification. The left panel of Figure 2

presents the histogram for the proportion of keywords among all words in each of the bills classified to

the Government operations topic by the CBP human coders. When compared to the average of the

other five topics shown in Table 2 (grey bars), the keywords for this topic (blue bars) appear much less

frequently in the relevant bills. Furthermore, the right panel shows the number of unique keywords
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Figure 2: Poor quality of keywords for the Government operations topic. The left panel
presents the histogram for the proportion of keywords in each of the bills classified to the Government
operations topic (blue bars) by the Congressional Bills Project. Compared to the other five topics
(grey bars) from Table 2, the keywords appear less frequently in the Government operations topic.
The right panel presents the histogram for the number of unique keywords that appear in each of
the bills classified to the Government operations topic. Unique keywords appear less frequently in
this topic than the other five topics.

contained in each relevant bill. Again, unique keywords appear in the Government operations bills

less frequently than the corresponding keywords do in the other five topics. The results suggest that

the selection of high quality keywords is critical for the successful application of the keyATM.

3 The Covariate keyATM

We extend the base keyATM in several important ways. The first extension we consider is the

incorporation of covariates for the document-topic distribution as social scientists often have meta

information about documents (e.g., authorship). We adopt the Dirichlet-Multinomial regression

framework of Mimno and McCallum (2008) rather than the logistic normal regression approach

of the structural topic model (STM) in Roberts, Stewart and Airoldi (2016) so that the collapsed

Gibbs sampler for the base keyATM can be extended. Unlike the STM, the covariate keyATM

does not directly incorporate covariates for topic-word distributions. However, we show how to

make inferences regarding such covariates after fitting the model. Although other researchers have
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incorporated meta information without treating them as covariates (e.g., McAuliffe and Blei, 2008;

Ramage et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2017), we do not pursue these other extensions in this paper.

3.1 Model

Suppose that we have an M dimensional covariate xd (including an intercept) for each document d.

Then, the covariate keyATM is identical to the base keyATM except that we model the document-

topic distribution using these covariates in the following fashion (in place of equations (4) and (5)),

θd
indep.∼ Dirichlet(exp(λ>xd))

λmk
i.i.d.∼ N (µ, σ2)

for each d = 1, 2, . . . , D where λ is an M ×K matrix of coefficients and λmk is the (m, k) element

of λ. Figure S2 of Appendix S1 presents the graphical representation of this model.

3.2 Sampling Algorithm

The collapsed Gibbs sampler for the covariate keyATM is also identical to that of the base keyATM

except for a couple of steps. First, we sample the topic assignment for each word i in document

d from the following conditional posterior distribution that incorporates the covariates (instead of

equation (6)),

Pr(zdi = k | z−di,w, s,λ,X,β, β̃,γ)

∝


βv + n−dikv∑
v βv + n−dik

·
n−dik + γ2

ñ−dik + γ1 + n−dik + γ2
·
(
n−didk + exp(λ>k xd)

)
if sdi = 0,

β̃v + ñ−dikv∑
v∈Vk β̃v + ñ−dik

·
ñ−dik + γ1

ñ−dik + γ1 + n−dik + γ2
·
(
n−didk + exp(λ>k xd)

)
if sdi = 1.

(12)

In addition, we need to sample λ instead of α (see equation (7)). As before, we use the unbounded

slice sampler (Mochihashi, 2020) and sample each parameter λmk based on the following conditional
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posterior distribution,

p(λmk | λ−[mk],X, µ, σ2) ∝
D∏
d=1

Γ
(∑K

k=1 exp(λ>k xd)
)

Γ(exp(λ>k xd))

Γ
(
ndk + exp(λ>k xd)

)
Γ
(∑K

k=1 ndk + exp(λ>k xd)
)
 exp

(
−(λmk − µ)2

2σ2

)
,

where λ−[mk] is λ without its (m, k) element.

3.3 Model Interpretation

The derivation of the topic-word distribution is identical to the one used for the base keyATM (see

Section 2.3). In addition, the covariate keyATM can characterize the relations between covariates

and document-topic distributions, which are governed by the coefficients λ. Specifically, we simply

replace αk with exp(λ>k xd) in the equation (11) to obtain the marginal posterior mean of θdk,

E(θdk | xd,w) = E

(
exp(λ>k xd) + ndk∑K

k′=1
exp(λ>

k′
xd) + ndk′

∣∣∣∣∣ xd,w

)
. (13)

We can also obtain the predicted topic proportion θdk by setting xd to specific values and computing

posterior distribution of its mean given the new covariate value (see Appendix S4.1 for details).

Finally, although such an extension is possible, the covariate keyATM does not directly model the

topic-word distributions. Nevertheless, it is possible to examine how the topic-word distributions

change across different values of document-level covariates. This can be done by simply computing

equation (10) with a set of documents that share the same values of document-level covariates.

3.4 Empirical Evaluation

We evaluate the empirical performance of the covariate keyATM against that of the STM using the

Japanese election manifesto data (Catalinac, 2015). Analyzing manifestos of the Japan’s Liberal

Democratic Party (LDP) candidates, the author finds that the 1994 electoral reform is associated

with a relative increase in the topics about programmatic policies and a decline in the topics about

pork barrel. Sine the manifestos come from eight elections and the author focuses on LDP candidates,

we include the election-year dummies as well as the LDP dummy as the covariates. We find that
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the covariate keyATM yields more interpretable topics and its results are less sensitive to the total

number of topics chosen by researchers than the STM.

3.4.1 Data and Setup

We analyze a total of 7,497 manifestos used in Catalinac (2015). The author preprocessed the data by

tokenizing Japanese sentences, removed punctuations and stop words, and cleaned up the documents

based on an author-defined dictionary. We use the document-term matrix from the original study

so that the preprocessing steps remain identical.11 In Japanese elections, every registered political

candidate is given a fixed amount of space in a government publication, in which their manifesto

can be printed. This document, containing the manifestos of all candidates, is then distributed to

all registered voters. After preprocessing, the average number of words is about 177 (the maximum

is 543 and the minimum is 4), whereas the number of unique terms is 2,832.

These manifestos cover a total of 3,303 unique candidates who ran in the eight consecutive

elections held between 1986 and 2009. Because Japanese electoral campaigns are heavily restricted,

the manifestos represent one of the few ways, in which candidates communicate their policy goals

to voters. In 1994, the government reformed the electoral system that lasted since 1947. The new

electoral system, which was first applied in the 1996 election, has two tiers: single member districts

(SMD) and proportional representation (PR) systems. The allocation of SMD seats is independent

of that of PR seats, making the Japanese electoral institution a mixed member majoritarian (MMM)

system. Catalinac (2015) finds that the introduction of MMM changed the electoral strategies of

LDP candidates, focusing more on programmatic policies rather than pork barrel.

3.4.2 Keyword Construction

Unlike the validation study presented in Section 2.4, we do not have human-coded topics for this

data set. In the original article, the author applies the LDA with a total of 69 topics and label all the

topics after fitting the model by carefully examining 15 most frequent words for each topic. Then,

11We also thank Yutaka Shinada of Kobe University for kindly providing us with the raw text data that is the basis of

this document-term matrix (Shinada, 2006).
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the author examines how the estimated topic proportions change after the 1994 electoral reform.

To apply the covariate keyATM, we must develop a set of keywords for some topics. Unfortunately,

we cannot simply use the most frequent words identified by Catalinac (2015) with the LDA as the

keywords because that would imply analyzing the same data as the one used to derive keywords.

To address this problem, we independently construct keywords using the questionnaires of the

UTokyo-Asahi Surveys (UTAS), which is a collaborative project between the University of Tokyo and

the Asahi Shimbun, a major national newspaper. Prior to every Upper and Lower House election

since 2003, the UTAS has fielded a survey to all candidates (both incumbents and challengers) and

published its results in the newspaper. Because of its publicity, the survey has a remarkably high

average response rate of approximately 85% (Hirano et al., 2011). Because the UTAS is designed to

measure policy issues relevant across multiple elections, it serves as an ideal source of keywords.

To construct keywords, we first match each of 66 policy-related topics identified in the original

article (14 topics are about pork barrel while 52 are about programmatic policies) with one of the 16

UTAS policy topics (see Appendix S4.2 for details). This means that several policy areas including

sightseeing and regional revitalization are not included because there is no relevant question in the

UTAS for these topics. Finally, we obtain several keywords directly from the UTAS questionnaires.

Table 3 presents the resulting 16 topics and their keywords (two pork barrel and 14 programmatic

policy topics). Since most of the UTAS questions consist of a single sentence, we typically choose

nouns that represent the substantive meanings of each topic. For example, the original question

for the Public works topic is, “We need to secure employment by public works,” and we choose

“employment”, “public”, and “works” as the keywords.

Finally, we fit the covariate keyATM and STM, using seven election-year indicator variables and

another indicator for the LDP candidates. We examine the degree to which the results are sensitive

to model specification by varying the total number of topics. Specifically, in addition to the 16

keyword topics, we include different numbers of extra topics with no keyword. We try 0, 5, 10, and

15 no-keyword topics. We fit keyATM for 3000 iterations with a thinning of 10.12 We use the default

12The hyperparameters of keyATM are set to the default: γ1 = γ2 = 1, β = 0.01, β̃ = 0.1, µ = 0, and σ = 1. We discard
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Type Topic label Keywords

Pork barrel Public works employment, public, works
Road construction road, budget

Programmatic Regional devolution rural area, devolve, merger
Tax consumption, tax, tax increase
Economic recovery economic climate, measure, fiscal policy, deficit
Global economy trade, investment, industry
Alternation of government government, alternation
Constitution constitution
Party party, political party
Postal privatization postal, privatize
Inclusive society women, participate, civilian
Social welfare society, welfare
Pension pension
Education education
Environment environment, protection
Security defense, foreign policy, self defense

Table 3: Keywords for each topic: The left and middle columns show the types of policies and
topic labels assigned by Catalinac (2015). The corresponding keywords in the right column are
obtained from the UTokyo-Asahi Surveys (UTAS). This results in the removal of five policy areas
(sightseeing, regional revitalization, policy vision, political position, and investing more on human
capital) that do not appear in the UTAS.

settings of the STM package.

3.4.3 Topic Interpretability

Table 4 lists ten most frequent words for each of the six selected topics according to the covariate

keyATM and STM. These topics are chosen since they are easier to understand without the knowledge

of Japanese politics (see Appendix S4.3 for the results of the other topics). We match each topic of

the STM with that of the covariate keyATM by applying the Hungarian algorithm to the estimated

topic-word distributions so that the overall similarity between the results of the two models is

maximized.

We find that the covariate keyATM produces more interpretable topics, judged by these ten

most frequent words, than the STM. For example, the covariate keyATM identifies, for the Road

construction topic, the terms such as “development”, “construction” and “track” as well as two

assigned keywords, “road” and “budget.” This makes sense given that developing infrastructure such

a half of the samples as burn-in.
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Road construction Tax Economic recovery

keyATM STM keyATM STM keyATM STM

development tax Japan Japan reform reform

road reduce tax tax citizen measure postal

city yen citizen JCP society* privatize

construction housing JCP politic Japan Japan

tracks realize consumption tax economic climate rural area

budget daily life politic consumption reassure country

realize move forward tax increase tax increase economy citizen

promote city oppose oppose institution safe

move forward education business business safe government

early measure protect protect support pension

Inclusive society Education Security

keyATM STM keyATM STM keyATM STM

politic politic politic Japan Japan society

civilian reform Japan person foreign policy Japan

society* new person country peace world

participate realize children politic world economy

peace citizen education necessary economy environment

welfare* government country problem country international

aim daily life make children citizen education

human rights rural area force force defense country

realize corruption have have safe peace

consumption* change problem future international aim

Table 4: Comparison of top ten words for six selected topics between the keyATM and
STM. The table shows the ten words with the highest estimated probabilities for each topic under
each model. For the keyATM, the pre-specified keywords for each topic appear in bold letters whereas
the asterisks indicate the keywords specified for another topic.

as road and railway tracks is considered as one of the most popular pork barrel policies in Japan.

For the Education topic, the STM does not include “education”, whereas the keyATM includes two

selected keywords, “children” and “education.” Finally, for the Security topic, the covariate keyATM

lists terms such as “peace”, “safe”, and “international”, while the terms selected by the STM broadly

cover international economy and politics.

3.4.4 Topic Discrimination

Good topic models should yield topics distinct from one another. This means that we would like

different topics to have different words representing them. The bar plots in Figure 3 present the
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Figure 3: Exclusivity of keywords across topics. Left (right) bar plot shows the number of
times that each of the 38 keywords appears as the 10 most frequent (15 most frequent) words of
keyword topics. These words are less likely to be shared across topics under the covariate keyATM
(blue shaded bars) than under the STM (gray bars).

number of times that each of the 38 keywords appears in top 10 (left panel) or 15 (right panel) words

of keyword topics. As expected, the covariate keyATM (blue shaded bars) assigns the same keywords

to fewer topics than the STM (gray bars). In particular, more keywords appear as the most frequent

terms only for a single topic under the covariate keyATM than under the STM.

3.4.5 Covariate Effects

One key hypothesis of Catalinac (2015) is that after the 1994 electoral reform, LDP candidates

adopted electoral strategies to pursue more programmatic policies. The author tests this hypothesis

by plotting the estimated topic proportions for each election year. Here, we take advantage of the fact

that the covariate keyATM and STM can directly incorporate covariates. The quantities of interest

are the election-year proportions of the pork barrel and programmatic topics for LDP politicians.

Specifically, we first compute, for each topic, the posterior mean of document-topic probability for

LDP manifestos within each election year by using equation (13) with the appropriate values of

covariates. We then compute the sum of these posterior mean proportions for each policy type as

an estimate of the total proportion. In addition, we examine the sensitivity of these results to the
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Figure 4: Policy topics increase right after the 1994 electoral reform. The results based
on the covariate keyATM (left panel) shows that the estimated proportion of programmatic policy
topics increased in the 1996 election right after the election reform. The results are not sensitive to
the number of topics except when there is no additional no-keyword topic. The results based on the
STM vary substantially across different numbers of topics.

choice of the total number of no-keyword topics for both the covariate keyATM and STM.

Figure 4 plots the sum of estimated topic proportions corresponding to pork barrel (blue) and

programmatic policies (red), for the LDP candidates. The plot omits credible intervals because

they are too narrow to be visible.13 Consistent with the original analysis, we generally find that

in the first election after the 1994 electoral reform, the proportion of programmatic policy topics

substantially increased whereas the proportion of pork barrel topics remain virtually unchanged.

For the covariate keyATM, this finding is consistent across all model specifications except the model

without no-keyword topics (dotted lines with solid diamonds). This model without any no-keyword

topic is not credible in this application because these keyword topics do not cover the entire contents

of manifestos. In contrast, the performance of the STM is much more sensitive to the total number

of topics. The change after the electoral reform is also less stark when compared to the covariate

keyATM. In sum, the covariate keyATM yields more reasonable and robust results than the STM.

13For example, the 95% credible intervals for the estimated proportion of programmatic policy topics for the model with

5 no-keyword topics are [0.701, 0.723] in 1993 and [0.893, 0.902] in 1996.
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4 The Dynamic keyATM

The second extension we consider is the dynamic modeling of document-topic distributions. Re-

searchers are often interested in investigating how the prevalence of topics change over time. To

build on the collapsed Gibbs sampler used for the base keyATM, we apply the Hidden Markov Model

(HMM). Quinn et al. (2010) proposes a HMM-based dynamic topic model but only allows for a single

topic for each document and no keyword. In contrast, the pioneering dynamic topic model of Blei

and Lafferty (2006) uses the Kalman filter, but this modeling strategy does not exploit conjugacy

and hence the authors use an approximation to the posterior. Others such as Wang and McCallum

(2006) model a distribution of “time stamps” for documents, but this approach is not ideal for so-

cial science research because it does not directly model time trend. Indeed, social scientists have

effectively used HMM in various other settings (e.g., ?Olivella, Pratt and Imai, 2018).

4.1 Model

Suppose that we have a total of T time periods and each document d belongs to one of these time

periods, t[d] ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T}. The HMM is based on the idea that each time period belongs to one of

the latent discrete states. Assume that we have a total of R such states and use ht ∈ {1, 2, . . . , R}

to denote the latent state for time t. Following Chib (1998), we only allow for one-step forward

transition, implying that the probability of transition from state r to state r′, i.e., prr′ = Pr(ht+1 =

r′ | ht = r), is equal to zero unless r′ = r+1. This assumption considerably simplifies the estimation

without sacrificing model fit so long as we have a sufficiently large number of states. The resulting

Markov transition probability matrix is given by,

P =



p11 p12 0 · · · 0 0

0 p22 p23 · · · 0 0

...
...

...
...

...
...

0 0 0 · · · pR−1,R−1 pR−1,R

0 0 0 · · · 0 1


.
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The prior distribution for the probability of no transition is uniform, i.e., prr
i.i.d.∼ Uniform(0, 1) for

r = 1, 2, . . . , R. Finally, the dynamic keyATM allows the generative mechanism of topic proportion

θd to evolve over time by letting α to vary across the latent states. Thus, instead of equation (5)

we have,

αrk
i.i.d.∼ Gamma(η1, η2) for r = 1, 2, . . . , R and k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (14)

Figure S3 of Appendix S1 illustrates the graphical representation of the model.

4.2 Sampling Algorithm

For fitting the dynamic keyATM, we add two steps to the sampling algorithm described in Section 2.2

(i.e., sampling of latent states and transition probabilities) and change how to sample α. To sample

the latent state membership h1:T , we use a well-known forward-and-backward sampling procedure.

Under the current setup, joint density of h from time 1 to T can be factorized as (Chib, 1996),

p(h1:T | z,α,P) = p(hT | zT ,α,P)× · · · × p(ht | ht+1:T , zt,α,P)× · · · × p(h1 | h2:T , z1,α,P).

where zt represents a vector of the topic assignments for all documents that belong to time period

t. Thus, to sample from the joint distribution, we must sample latent states backwards in time,

starting from hT . Since we know hT = R and h1 = 1, we sample each of the remaining states from

the following conditional distribution,

p(ht | ht+1:T , zt,α,P) ∝ p(ht | zt,α,P)p(ht+1 | ht,P), (15)

where the second term is given in the transition matrix P. Each term in equation (15) is obtained

using the following recursion formula (Chib, 1998, p.227), moving forward in time,

Pr(ht = r | zt,α,P) =
Pr(ht = r | zt−1,α,P)p(zt | αr)∑r

l=r−1 Pr(ht = l | zt−1,α,P)p(zt | αl)
,
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where

Pr(ht = r | zt−1,αr,P) =
r∑

l=r−1
plr · Pr(ht−1 = l | zt−1,α,P),

which only depends on the information at time t − 1. At last, to compute p(zt | αr), we integrate

out θd with respect to a state-specific prior αr, yielding a Dirichlet-Multinomial distribution,

p(zd | αht[d] , ht[d]) =

∫
p(zd | θd)p(θd | αht[d] , ht[d])dθd.

To sample the transition matrix P, let nrr be the number of transitions from state r to state r

in the all sequences of latent state memberships h. Then, we have,

prr | h ∼ Beta(1 + nrr, 1 + nr,r+1), for r = 1, . . . , R,

where nr,r+1 = 1, because the state always moves forward.

Finally, we sample αr from the following conditional distribution of αr using the slice sampling

procedure described in Mochihashi (2020),

p(αrk | α−[rk], z,h,η) ∝ αη1−1rk exp(−η2αrk)
Nd∏
d=1

Γ
(∑K

k=1 αrk

)
Γ (ndk + αrk)

Γ(αrk)Γ
(∑K

k=1 ndk + αrk

)
1(ht[d]=r)

for k = 1, 2, . . . , K̃. For k = K̃ + 1, . . . ,K, the conditional distribution is identical except that η̃1

and η̃2 are replaced with η1 and η2.

4.3 Model Interpretation

The topic-word distribution can be computed as before using equation (10). To understand the

dynamic trend of topic proportions, we first compute the posterior mean of topic proportion for each

document d as,

E(θdk | w) = E

[
αht[d],k + ndk∑K
k=1 αht[d],k + ndk

∣∣∣∣ w

]
, (16)
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for topic k. Then, to examine the resulting time trends, we simply compute the sample average of

this quantity across all documents that belong to each time point t,

1

Nt

∑
d∈Dt

E(θdk | w) (17)

where Dt represents the set of documents for time t and Nt = |Dt| is the number of documents for

time t. We can then plot this quantity to visualize the time trend of prevalence for each topic.

4.4 Empirical Evaluation

In this section, we empirically evaluate the performance of the dynamic keyATM by analyzing the

corpus of the United States Supreme Court opinions from the Supreme Court Database (SCD)

project (Spaeth et al., 2019).14 Like the Congressional bill data set analyzed in Section 2.4, the

key advantage of this data set is that the primary topic of each opinion has been identified by

human coders and each topic comes with keywords. We show that the dynamic keyATM yields more

interpretable topics and better classification performance than the dynamic LDA without keywords.

Moreover, the time trend of topic prevalence estimated with the dynamic keyATM is closer to the

human coding than that of the dynamic LDA without keywords.

4.4.1 Data and Setup

We analyze a total of 17,245 Supreme Court opinions written between 1946 and 2012 with an average

of 265 opinions per year. We preprocess these texts using the same procedure used in Section 2.4.1,

yielding a corpus with an average of 1,298 words per document and a total of 9,608 unique words.

The maximum number of words for a document is 30,767 while the minimum is 1.

The SCD project used human coders to identify the primary issue area for each opinion. Ac-

cording to the project website,15 there are a total of 278 issues across 14 broader categories. We

use the aggregated 14 categories as our keyword topics, i.e., K̃ = 14. We obtain the keywords of

each topic from the issue descriptions provided by the SCD project. We apply the same prepro-

14We thank Doug Rice for kindly sharing the text data of the Supreme Court opinions used in his paper (Rice, 2017).
15http://www.supremecourtdatabase.org/ Last accessed on December 10, 2019.
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Topic label Count Percentage (%) Most frequent keywords

Criminal procedure 4268 24.75 right rule trial evidence justice
Economic activity 3062 17.76 federal right claim evidence power
Civil rights 2855 16.56 right public provision party constitutional
Judicial power 1964 11.39 federal right district rule claim
First amendment 1795 10.41 amendment first public party employee
Due process 738 4.28 right defendant constitutional employee process
Federalism 720 4.18 federal tax regulation property support
Unions 664 3.85 right employee standard union member
Federal taxation 529 3.07 federal claim provision tax business
Privacy 290 1.68 right regulation information freedom privacy
Attorneys 188 1.09 employee attorney official bar speech
Interstate relations 119 0.69 property interstate dispute foreign conflict
Miscellaneous 50 0.29 congress authority legislative executive veto
Private action 3 0.02 evidence property procedure contract civil

Table 5: Frequency of each topic and its most common keywords. The table presents the
label of each topic from the Supreme Court Database (SCD) codebook, the number and proportion
of the opinions assigned to each topic by the SCD human coders, and five most frequent keywords
associated with each topic. Note that the same keywords may appear for different topics.

cessing procedure used in Section 2.4.1. Appendix S5.1 provides further details about the keyword

construction.

Table 5 presents these 14 topics from the SCD project, the number and proportion of the opinions

classified to each topic by the SCD human coders, and their five most frequent keywords. There are

an average of 18 keywords per topic. The minimum is 6 keywords (Miscellaneous) and the maximum

is 25 (Criminal procedure, Economic activity, Judicial power, First amendment, Federalism, and

Unions). While some keywords such as “right” and “evidence” appear in multiple topics, other

keywords characterize the distinct meaning of each topic.

We fit the dynamic keyATM and LDA to this corpus. Since the SCD topic categories are supposed

to be comprehensive, we do not include any additional topics that do not have keywords, i.e.,

K = K̃ = 14. Therefore, all topics have some keywords for the dynamic keyATM. For the HMM

specification, we use a total of 5 states, i.e., R = 5, because 5 states performed the best in term of

the commonly used perplexity measure. For the hyper prior parameters, we use the default values

provided by the keyATM package.16 Finally, the specification for the dynamic LDA is identical to

16They are: γ1 = γ2 = 1, β = 0.01, β̃ = 0.1, η1 = 2, η2 = 1, and η̃1 = η̃2 = 1.
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that of the dynamic keyATM with the exception of setting π = 0 (i.e., no keyword).

As in Section 2.4, we run five independent Markov chains for 3,000 iterations for each model

with different starting values independently sampled from the prior distribution. We compute the

posterior means of φkv and θdk using equations (10) and (16). After fitting the models, we match

the resulting topics from the dynamic LDA with the SCD topics by maximizing its classification

performance (see Section 2.4.2). There is no need to apply this procedure to the dynamic keyATM

because the topic labels are determined when specifying keywords before fitting the model. Thus,

our empirical evaluation provides the least (most) favorable setting for the dynamic keyATM (LDA).

4.4.2 Topic Interpretability

We first compare the interpretability of the topics obtained from the dynamic keyATM and LDA.

Table 6 presents the ten words with the highest estimated probabilities defined in equation (9) for

selected six topics (see Table S10 in Appendix S5.3 for the remaining 8 topics). For the dynamic

keyATM, the pre-specified keywords appear in bold letters while the asterisks indicate the keywords

specified for another topic. The results for each model are based on the MCMC draws from one of

the five chains that has the median performance in terms of the overall AUROC.

We find the resulting topics of the dynamic keyATM are at least as interpretable as those dis-

covered by the dynamic LDA. For example, the top ten words selected by the dynamic keyATM for

the First amendment topic contains the relevant keywords such as “first”, “amendment”, “speech”

and “religious.” In addition, the dynamic keyATM can collect substantively meaningful terms even

when only a small number of keywords appear in top frequent words. For example, for the dynamic

keyATM, only one of the 19 keywords, “tax,” appears in the list of the top ten words for the Federal

taxation topic. And yet, the other words on the list, such as “income” and “pay,” are highly repre-

sentative of the substantive meaning of the topic. Finally, both the dynamic keyATM and LDA fail

to identify the meaningful terms for the Privacy topic. In Appendix S5.6, we show that this is due

to the poor quality of keywords selected for the Privacy topic. Specifically, these keywords do not

appear frequently in the opinions assigned to this topic by the SCD project.
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Criminal procedure First amendment Unions

keyATM LDA keyATM LDA keyATM LDA

trial trial public public employee employee

jury jury amendment first union union

defendant∗ petitioner first speech board labor

evidence evidence government amendment labor employer

criminal defendant may interest employer board

sentence counsel interest party agreement agreement

petitioner right speech may employment∗ contract

judge rule right∗ right contract∗ employment

conviction make can political work bargaining

counsel judge religious government bargaining work

Federal taxation Civil rights Privacy

keyATM LDA keyATM LDA keyATM LDA

tax tax district∗ school search∗ child

property∗ property school district officer benefit

pay income discrimination religious police interest

income pay election∗ discrimination amendment∗ medical

payment bank equal county arrest plan

interest interest county election warrant provide

benefit∗ corporation vote vote fourth parent

amount payment plan equal evidence∗ woman

plan∗ amount one education person may

fund∗ business race student use statute

Table 6: Comparison of ten top words for selected six topics between the dynamic
keyATM and LDA. The table shows the ten words with the highest estimated probabilities for each
topic under each model. For the dynamic keyATM, the pre-specified keywords for each topic appear
in bold letters, whereas the asterisks indicate the keywords specified for another topic.

4.4.3 Topic Classification

Next, we compare the classification performance of the dynamic keyATM and LDA with the human

coding from the SCD project. We apply the same procedure as the one used in Section 2.4.3 and

compute the ROC curve and AUROC based on the estimated topic-document distribution, θ̂d, given

in equation (16). As mentioned earlier, the results are most (least) favorable to the dynamic LDA

(keyATM) because we match its topics with the SCD topics by maximizing the AUROC of the LDA.

Figure 5 presents the ROC curves for the same six selected topics as those shown in Table 6 (see

Appendix S5.4 for the results of the other topics). Each line represents the ROC curve based on
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Figure 5: Comparison of the ROC curves between the dynamic keyATM and LDA for
six selected topics. Each line represents the ROC curve from one of the five Markov chains
with different starting values for the dynamic keyATM (blue lines) and LDA (grey lines). The plots
show that the dynamic keyATM has a better topic classification performance than the LDA with the
exception of the Privacy topic. The median AUROC indicates the median value of AUROC among
five chains for each model. The results of the dynamic keyATM are also less sensitive to the starting
values.

one of the five Markov chains for the dynamic keyATM (blue lines) and LDA (grey lines) while the

AUROC value is based on the chain with the median performance. The dynamic keyATM clearly

outperforms the dynamic LDA in terms of topic classification except for the Privacy topic. Recall

that for this topic, the top words identified by both models substantively have little substantive

relevance. Lastly, the ROC curves for the dynamic keyATM are in general less sensitive to different

starting values than those for the dynamic LDA, again, with the exception of the Privacy topic.
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4.4.4 Time Trends of Topic Prevalence

Finally, we compare the time trend of estimated topic prevalence between each of the two topic

models (see equation (17)) and the SCD human coding. For the latter, we simply compute the

proportions of documents that are assigned to the topic of interest in each year. Note that the topic

models assign multiple topics to each document, whereas the SCD coding classify each document only

to one of the 14 topics. As a result, these two proportions are not directly compatible. Therefore,

we use standardized measure so that we focus on relative time trends for comparison (i.e., subtract

its mean from each data point and then divide it by its standard deviation).

Figure 6 presents the time trends of topic prevalence for the same six selected topics as those

shown in Table 6 (see Appendix S5.5 for the results of the other topics). Blue lines (grey dashed

lines) represent the changes in the estimated topic proportions of six selected topics for the dynamic

keyATM (dynamic LDA), whereas red lines for the SCD human coding. The dynamic keyATM

demonstrates a higher correlation with the human coding for most topics than the dynamic LDA.

Two topics stand out. First, the dynamic keyATM is much more successful for the Criminal

procedure topic than the dynamic LDA and identifies the upward trend similar to the one based on

the human coding. This is an interesting finding because the two models are similar in terms of topic

interpretability, and the dynamic keyATM only slightly outperforms the dynamic LDA in terms of

topic classification. Second, for the Privacy topic, both the dynamic keyATM and LDA only weakly

correlates with the human coding. This is not surprising given the poor performance of the dynamic

keyATM for this topic in terms of both topic interpretability and classification (see Appendix S5.6).

5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have empirically demonstrated how providing probabilistic topic models with a

small number of keywords can substantially improve the interpretability of the resulting topics, the

topic classification performance, and the robustness of these models to different numbers of topics and

starting values. These findings underscore the importance of substantive knowledge in automated
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Figure 6: Comparison of the time trends of topic prevalence between the dynamic key-
ATM and LDA for six selected topics. Each line represents the changes in topic proportion
for six selected topics, for the dynamic keyATM (blue lines) and LDA (grey dashed lines), and the
red line shows the changes in topic proportion obtained from the SCD human coding. The results
are taken from the model with the median value of AUROC among five chains for both keyATM
and LDA. The plots show that the keyATM exhibits a stronger correlation between the SCD human
coding than the LDA with the exception of the Privacy topic.

content analysis. In addition to the improved empirical performance, the proposed keyword assisted

topic models (keyATM) require social scientists to label topics before fitting the model, thereby

avoiding the widespread practice of post-hoc topic labeling and adjustments.

We believe that the provision of keywords can naturally become part of automated content

analysis workflow in social science research. Most social scientists analyze textual data in order to

empirically test hypotheses derived from substantive theories. This means that when using topic

models, most researchers have the topics of interest and possess a substantial amount of knowledge

about them. Thus, researchers should find it natural to incorporate such prior information into topic
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models as keywords. In contrast, the standard topic models such as the LDA are designed for the

settings, in which researchers wish to explore the contents of corpus.

We have also found that the performance of the keyATM depends on the quality of keywords. In

particular, the keyATM does not work well when selected keywords do not occur frequently in one’s

corpus or do not discriminate their topics from others. This suggests that researchers should examine

the relative frequency of candidate keywords before using them for analysis. Given the importance

of keyword selection, future research should comprehensively study the question of how to choose

good keywords. For example, King, Lam and Roberts (2017) shows the promising performance of

automated keyword selection algorithms.

Finally, we believe that combining substantive knowledge with machine learning methods as

done in this paper is generally an effective approach that should be pursued in text analysis and

other areas. This combined approach is likely to play an essential role as machine learning methods

continue to become popular in social science research.
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Supplementary Appendix for

“Keyword Assisted Topic Models”

S1 Graphical Representation of the keyATM
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Figure S1: Graphical Model of the Base keyATM: The shaded node (w) represents the observed
variable while transparent nodes denote latent variables.
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Figure S2: Graphical Model of the covariate keyATM: The shaded nodes (w and x) are observed
variables while other transparent nodes stand for latent variables.
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Figure S3: Graphical Model of the dynamic keyATM: The shaded node (w) is observed variables
while other transparent nodes stand for latent variables.
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S2 Full Posterior Collapsed Distribution of the Base keyATM

The collapsed posterior distribution is,∫∫∫
p(w,θ, z, s,φ, φ̃,π|α,β, β̃,γ,η)dφdφ̃dπdθ (S1)

=

∫∫
p(w|z, s,φ, φ̃)p(φ̃|β̃)p(φ|β)dφ̃dφ ·

∫
p(s|π, z)p(π|γ)dπ ·

∫
p(z|θ)p(θ|α)dθ · p(α|η) (S2)

=
K∏
k=1

Γ
(∑

v∈Vk β̃v

)
∏
v∈Vk Γ

(
β̃v

) ∏
v∈Vk Γ

(
β̃v + ñkv

)
Γ
(∑

v∈Vk

(
β̃v + ñkv

)) · Γ
(∑V

v=1 βv

)
∏V
v=1 Γ (βv)

∏V
v=1 Γ (βv + nkv)

Γ
(∑V

v=1 (βv + nkv)
)
 (S3)

×
(

Γ(γ1 + γ2)

Γ(γ1)Γ(γ2)

)K K∏
k=1

[
Γ (ñk + γ1) Γ (nk + γ2)

Γ (ñk + γ1 + nk + γ2)

]
(S4)

×
D∏
d=1

Γ
(∑K

k=1 αk

)
∏K
k=1 Γ(αk)

∏K
k=1 Γ (ndk + αk)

Γ
(∑K

k=1 (ndk + αk)
)
× K∏

k=1

{
ηη12

Γ(η1)
· αη1−1k · exp(−η2 · αk)

}
(S5)

where

nkv =
D∑
d=1

Nd∑
i=1

1(wdi = v)1(sdi = 0)1(zdi = k), (S6)

ñkv =

D∑
d=1

Nd∑
i=1

1(wdi = v)1(sdi = 1)1(zdi = k), (S7)

ndk =

Nd∑
i=1

1(zdi = k). (S8)
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S3 Additional Information for the Base keyATM

S3.1 The Full List of Keywords

Label Keywords

Government operations administrative advertising appointment attack auditing branch cam-

paign capital census city coin collection currency mail medal mint nom-

ination post postal registration statistic terrorist victim voter

Public lands fire flood forest grazing historic indigenous land livestock natural parks

recreation resource site staff territorial territorie water

Defense armed base capability civilian compliance contractor coordination dam-

age equipment foreign homeland installation intelligence material mili-

tary nuclear operation personnel procurement reserve security services

weapon

Domestic commerce account accounting bankruptcy business card commerce commercial

commodity consumer cost credit disaster finance financial fraud industry

insurance investment management mortgage patent promote property

relief security

Law and Crime abuse border code combat court crime criminal custom cyber drug en-

forcement family fine judiciary justice juvenile legal penalty police prison

release representation sexual terrorism violence

Health abuse alcohol care clinical cost cover coverage disease drug health insur-

ance insurer liability license medical mental pay payment prescription

prevention provider rehabilitation supply tobacco treatment

International affairs aid assessment associate citizen combat committee convention country

cross develop directly foreign human international monetary ocean re-

gion regional sea target terrorism treaty union world

Transportation air airport aviation channel construction deployment freight highway

infrastructure inland maintenance maritime mass pilot rail railroad ship

traffic transportation travel waterway

Macroeconomics bank budget budgeting central cost deficit growth industrial inflation

interest macroeconomic manufacturing monetary price revitalization tax

treasury

Environment alternative asbestos chemical climate conservation disposal drinking en-

danger environment environmental hazardous laboratory performance

pollution protection resource solid specie supply toxic waste wastewater

water wildlife

Education adult area bilingual college education educational elementary excellence

handicapped improve language literacy loan mentally need outcome

physically primary school schools secondary skill student university vo-

cational
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Energy alternative biofuel clean coal conservation drilling electrical electricity

energy gas gasification gasoline geothermal hydrogen hydropower natu-

ral nuclear oil power production renewable shortage spill utility vehicle

Technology broadcast communication computer cooperation encourage exploration

forecast form geological internet publishing radio research satellite sci-

ence space speed survey technology telecommunication telecommunica-

tions telephone television transfer weather

Labor bargaining benefit compensation debt employee employer employment

fair injury insurance job labor minimum pension protection retirement

standard training unemployment union wage work worker workforce

youth

Foreign trade agreement balance barrier competitiveness dispute exchange export for-

eign import international negotiation private productivity subsidy tariff

trade treaty

Civil rights abortion age civil contract discrimination ethnic expression franchise

freedom gender group information mandatory minority participation

party privacy racial religious right rights sex sexual speech voting

Social welfare aid alleviate assess assistance association care charity child disability

disable elderly family income leave parental physical poverty social vol-

unteer welfare youth

Agriculture agricultural agriculture animal crop farmer fish fishery food inspection

labeling market pest pesticide product rancher seafood subsidy

Housing affordability community economic family handicap homeless homeless-

ness housing income neighborhood rural urban veteran

Immigration refugee citizenship immigration

Culture culture cultural

Table S1: Keywords for the base keyATM: Keywords used in the base keyATM application
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S3.2 Top Words

Government operations Public lands Defense

keyATM LDA keyATM LDA keyATM LDA

expense congress land land military military

appropriation house water management force force

remain senate area∗ area member system

authorize office management∗ forest air∗ support

necessary committee river indian code∗ authorization

transfer∗ commission resource interior authority security

expend representative forest resource authorization operation

exceed congressional authorize park reserve army

office strike cost∗ conservation armed committee

activity bill stat within army air

Domestic commerce Law & crime Health

keyATM LDA keyATM LDA keyATM LDA

financial financial intelligence∗ security health health

institution institution attorney information care care

bank∗ bank crime intelligence drug individual

insurance company court homeland payment drug

company insurance enforcement committee medical payment

corporation corporation criminal director individual medical

board board code system coverage describe

security security offense foreign medicare respect

credit credit person government respect social

commission commission justice office describe part

International affairs Transportation Macroeconomics

keyATM LDA keyATM LDA keyATM LDA

assistance∗ assistance transportation transportation apply transfer

foreign foreign highway highway tax appropriation

country country safety safety amendment emergency

international international carrier vehicle end operation

government president air carrier taxable military

president government code∗ motor strike construction

development committee system system relate procurement

committee development vehicle∗ strike income∗ remain

export∗ export airport rail respect maintenance

organization organization motor code case budget

Environment Education Energy

keyATM LDA keyATM LDA keyATM LDA

committee∗ water education school energy energy

submit river school education fuel fuel
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review cost educational educational gas gas

later stat student student facility change

administrator authorize local child vehicle facility

require carry institution local oil new

requirement non grant grant electric vehicle

develop∗ development part part standard∗ electric

information∗ resource high activity administrator production

management∗ study eligible eligible power administrator

Technology Labor Foreign trade

keyATM LDA keyATM LDA keyATM LDA

research research employee apply product∗ air

technology technology benefit tax trade vessel

business∗ development individual amendment change airport

information∗ establish rate end agreement transportation

director committee compensation taxable good aviation

system activity period respect tobacco∗ administrator

small administrator code∗ period head aircraft

science system payment∗ individual article carrier

development information determine case free administration

center carry agreement∗ relate chapter coast

Civil rights Social welfare Agriculture

keyATM LDA keyATM LDA keyATM LDA

person person child expense food food

action action assistance appropriation agricultural agricultural

information regulation individual authorize loan∗ loan

order require grant remain agriculture agriculture

court∗ information family necessary farm payment

regulation court disability expend producer farm

commission order strike office payment∗ producer

require rule indian exceed rural∗ crop

rule commission receive transfer crop rural

provision review support activity commodity∗ commodity

Housing Immigration Culture

keyATM LDA keyATM LDA keyATM LDA

housing housing security∗ alien congress member

loan∗ assistance alien attorney house strike

assistance∗ loan immigration child senate code

development development homeland∗ crime office force

community family border∗ immigration committee∗ pay

mortgage∗ mortgage status grant representative military

family community nationality enforcement member officer

income insurance describe person strike authorize
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insurance∗ income individual court government duty

unit unit employer∗ offense congressional reserve

Table S2: Top words of the base keyATM. The table shows the ten words with the highest
estimated probability for each topic under each model. For the keyATM, the pre-specified keywords
for each topic appear in bold letters whereas the asterisks indicate the keywords specified for another
topic.
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S3.3 ROC Curves

Figure S4: Comparison of the ROC curves between the keyATM and LDA
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Figure S5: Comparison of the ROC curves between the keyATM and LDA (cont.)
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Figure S6: Comparison of the ROC curves between the keyATM and LDA (cont.)
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S3.4 The Results based on Different Keywords

This section provides the results based a different set of keywords. As is the keyword set used for

the main analysis, we derive the keywords of each topic from the description provided by the CAP.

However, we do not prune any overlapping keywords and do not remove words or phrases that have

little to do with the substance of each topic. Therefore, the number of keywords assigned to each

topic is much larger than those used in the main analysis.

S3.4.1 The Full List of Different Keywords

Label Keywords

Government operations administration administrative advertising appointment appropriation

attack auditing branch campaign capital census city civil claim coin col-

lection commemorative compensation constitutional construction con-

tractor corporation currency description efficiency elsewhere employee

enforcement finance fraud government holiday individual intergovern-

mental issue local mail management medal mention mint multiple nom-

ination observation operations oversight pension policy political post

postal process procurement property provision reform registration reg-

ulation relate relation statistic substantive system tax terrorist victim

voter without

Public lands affair assistance civil control cultural dependency description develop-

ment fire flood forest grazing historic indigenous issue land livestock

management natural parks people policy recreation relate research re-

source site staff territorial territorie water work

Defense activity affairs agreement aid air alliance appropriation arm armed as-

sistance base capability civil civilian claim closing collateral compensa-

tion compliance construction contract contractor control conversion co-

ordination country courts covert damage dependent description develop-

ment direct disposal domestic employment environmental equipment es-

pionage evaluation forces foreign fraud generally hazardous homeland in-

dustry injure installation intelligence issue land manpower material mil-

itary modernization non nuclear old operation oversee oversight peace-

keeping personnel policy population prisoner procurement proliferation

readiness relate research reserve response sale sealift security services

settlement stockpile strategic support system terrorism transfer veter-

ans war waste weapon
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Domestic commerce abuse access accounting antitrust appropriation availability bank

bankruptcy business card commerce commercial commodity consumer

copyright corporate cost credit description development disaster domes-

tic exchange facilitation finance financial fitness flood fraud gambling

generally governance government health impact industry institution in-

surance intellectual investment issue management merger mortgage mu-

nicipal natural non patent personal policy preparedness promote pro-

motion property record reform regulate regulation relate relief research

safety security small sport subsidize system tourism trading

Law and Crime abuse administration appropriation border child civil code combat con-

trol counterfeiting court crime criminal custom cyber description domes-

tic drug effort enforcement exploitation family fine fraud guideline ille-

gal impact international issue jail judiciary justice juvenile kidnapping

launder legal mention money organize parental parole penalty police

pornography pre prevention prison recidivism reduce relate release rep-

resentation response security sexual special specialize system terrorism

traffic violence welfare white

Health abuse alcohol ambulance appropriation availability benefit broad care

change child clinical comprehensive construction cost cover coverage de-

scription development device disease drug education effect facility fraud

generally government health home ill illegal industry infant insurance

insurer issue lab labor liability license long malpractice manpower med-

ical mental multiple pay payment pharmaceutical policy practice pre-

scription prevention promotion provider quality quantity reduce reform

regulation rehabilitation relate research school specific supply system

tobacco topic training treatment type unfair

International affairs abroad affairs agreement aid appropriation assessment associate bank

citizen code combat committee conservation convention country court

crime criminal cross debt description develop development diplomacy

directly economic effort embassy europe european exploitation fight

finance financial foreign genocide government human humanity im-

plication increase individual institution international issue legal lend-

ing mechanism monetary nations ocean olympic organization passport

piracy policy political red region regional related relation resource right

sea see sovereign specific specifically target terrorism treaty union vio-

lation western world

Transportation air airport appropriation availability aviation channel construction con-

trol deployment description development employment freight generally

government highway infrastructure initiative inland issue maintenance

maritime mass new pilot policy rail railroad regulate regulation relate

research safety security ship technology traffic training transportation

travel waterway work
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Macroeconomics bank budget budgeting central code control cost debt deficit description

domestic effort emergency enforcement growth impact industrial infla-

tion interest issue live macroeconomic manufacturing monetary policy

price rate reduce relate revitalization tax taxis treasury unemployment

wage

Environment air airline alternative animal appropriation asbestos change chemical cli-

mate conservation contamination control description development dis-

posal domestic drinking endanger energy environment environmental

forest government hazardous illicit indoor issue laboratory land noise

performance policy pollution product protection recycling regulate reg-

ulation relate research resource reuse runoff safety solid specie substance

supply technology toxic trade treatment waste wastewater water wildlife

Education adult appropriation area bilingual child college description development

education educational effort elementary excellence finance foreign gen-

erally government handicapped high impact improve increase initiative

issue language literacy loan math mentally need outcome physically pol-

icy primary quality reform regulate regulation relate research rural safety

school schools science secondary skill special specific standard student

university vocational

Energy alternative appropriation biofuel clean coal commercial conservation de-

scription development disposal drilling efficiency electrical electricity en-

ergy gas gasification gasoline generally geothermal government home hy-

drogen hydropower issue natural nuclear oil policy power price produc-

tion regulate regulation relate renewable research safety security short-

age spill technology trade utility vehicle waste

Technology agreement broadcast commercial communication computer cooperation

description development effort encourage exploitation exploration fore-

cast form generally geological government high industry infrastructure

international internet issue mention military newspaper promotion pub-

lishing radio regulation relate research resource satellite science security

space speed survey technology telecommunication telecommunications

telephone television transfer weather

Labor account adult appropriation bargaining benefit child collective compen-

sation description development disease displace effort employee employer

employment fair generally government guest injury insurance issue job

labor migrant minimum overtime pension policy protection regulate re-

late relation retirement retrain safety seasonal standard training unem-

ployment union wage work worker workforce youth
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Foreign trade agreement appropriation balance barrier business competitiveness con-

trol corporate description development dispute domestic exchange ex-

port foreign generally government impact import industry international

investment issue negotiation payment policy private productivity pro-

motion rate regulate regulation relate subsidy tariff tax trade treaty

Civil rights abortion access activity age anti civil communist contract description

discrimination disease ethnic expand expression franchise freedom gen-

der generally government group handicap information issue local manda-

tory minority orientation participation party policy privacy racial record

relate religious retirement right rights sex sexual speech type voting

Social welfare aid alleviate assess assistance association care charity child credit de-

pendency description direct disability disable domestic elderly family

food generally government income issue leave low mental organization

parental pension people physical policy poverty relate social tax volun-

teer welfare youth

Agriculture agricultural agriculture animal appropriation commercial conservation

consumer control crop description development disaster disease effort

farmer fish fishery food foreign government impact information inspec-

tion insurance issue labeling market pest pesticide policy product pro-

motion rancher regulation relate requirement research safety seafood

subsidy trade welfare

Housing affairs affordability assistance community description development eco-

nomic effort elderly facility family generally handicap homeless home-

lessness housing income individual issue low military neighborhood non

policy reduce relate research rural subsidy urban veteran

Immigration citizenship description immigration issue refugee related

Culture culture cultural

Table S3: Keywords for the base keyATM: Keywords used in the base keyATM application

S3.4.2 Top words

Government operations Public lands Defense

keyATM LDA keyATM LDA keyATM LDA

office congress land land military military

employee house water management force force

commission senate management area member system

committee∗ office area∗ forest air support

administration committee resource indian authority authorization

district commission river interior code∗ security

administrative representative forest resource authorization operation

pay∗ congressional cost∗ park reserve army

board strike authorize conservation armed committee
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management bill stat within army air

Domestic commerce Law & crime Health

keyATM LDA keyATM LDA keyATM LDA

financial financial court security health health

insurance institution attorney information care care

institution bank person intelligence individual∗ individual

bank company code homeland medical drug

company insurance crime committee part payment

board corporation grant director payment medical

commission board enforcement system coverage describe

security security offense foreign social∗ respect

corporation∗ credit child government describe social

credit commission victim∗ office respect part

International affairs Transportation Macroeconomics

keyATM LDA keyATM LDA keyATM LDA

assistance∗ assistance transportation transportation expense transfer

foreign foreign highway highway appropriation∗ appropriation

international country carrier safety remain emergency

country international safety vehicle necessary operation

government president system∗ carrier authorize military

president government code∗ motor transfer∗ construction

committee committee air system expend procurement

development development vehicle∗ strike exceed remain

organization export airport rail activity∗ maintenance

export∗ organization strike code pursuant budget

Environment Education Energy

keyATM LDA keyATM LDA keyATM LDA

administrator water education school energy energy

product river school education fuel fuel

regulation cost educational educational gas gas

requirement∗ stat student student facility∗ change

review authorize child child vehicle facility

drug∗ carry grant local oil new

require non local∗ grant electric vehicle

fee development part part power electric

submit resource institution∗ activity technology production

application study activity∗ eligible natural administrator

Technology Labor Foreign trade

keyATM LDA keyATM LDA keyATM LDA

information∗ research benefit apply trade air

system∗ technology payment∗ tax change∗ vessel

technology development requirement∗ amendment agreement airport
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research establish employee end good transportation

committee∗ committee period taxable head aviation

activity∗ activity rate∗ respect import administrator

director administrator pay∗ period article aircraft

development system determine individual chapter carrier

business∗ information code∗ case free administration

develop∗ carry provision∗ relate new∗ coast

Civil rights Social welfare Agriculture

keyATM LDA keyATM LDA keyATM LDA

information person tax expense food food

action action apply appropriation agricultural agricultural

person regulation taxable authorize loan∗ loan

require require amendment remain agriculture agriculture

order information relate necessary farm payment

procedure court income expend rural∗ farm

provision∗ order end office crop producer

individual∗ rule strike exceed payment∗ crop

authority commission individual∗ transfer producer rural

request review respect activity commodity∗ commodity

Housing Immigration Culture

keyATM LDA keyATM LDA keyATM LDA

housing housing security∗ alien congress member

assistance assistance alien attorney house strike

loan∗ loan intelligence∗ child senate code

development development immigration crime committee∗ force

family family homeland∗ immigration strike pay

community mortgage foreign∗ grant office military

grant community information∗ enforcement representative officer

mortgage∗ insurance border∗ person congressional authorize

income income describe court bill duty

unit unit attorney offense veteran∗ reserve

Table S4: Top words of the base keyATM with a different sets of keywords. The table
shows the ten words with the highest estimated probability for each topic under each model. For the
keyATM, the pre-specified keywords for each topic appear in bold letters whereas the asterisks indicate
the keywords specified for another topic.
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S3.4.3 ROC Curve

Figure S7: Comparison of the ROC curves between the keyATM and LDA
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Figure S8: Comparison of the ROC curves between the keyATM and LDA (cont.)
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Figure S9: Comparison of the ROC curves between the keyATM and LDA (cont.)
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S4 Additional Information for the Covariate keyATM

S4.1 Details of Estimating the Topic-Document Distribution

The model has K topics, D documents, and M covariates. The covariate matrix is given by X whose

dth column is denoted by xd, which is an M × 1 dimensional covariate vector. In addition, λ is an

M ×K dimensional matrix for coefficients. In the estimation, we use standardized covariates, which

is defined as

x̃m =
xm − x̄m
SD(xm)

. (S9)

where SD(xm) represents the standard deviation of xm. We can write the standardization of X in

the following matrix form,

X̃ =

(
ID −

1

D
1D1>D

)
XW, (S10)

where ID − 1
D1D1>D is a D × D matrix to demean X, and W is a M ×M scaling matrix whose

diagonal elements are the inverse of mth covariate’s standard deviation,

W =


1

SD(x1)
0 . . . 0

0 1
SD(x2)

. . . 0
... 0

. . .
...

0 . . . 0 1
SD(xM )

 . (S11)

When we use standardized covariates, the model for θd becomes θd ∼ Dirichlet(exp(λ̃>x̃d)). And

yet, we want to compute λ for raw covariates xd. The linear transformation of x will be reflected

in λ̃, because we do not transform the assignment counts of z and the only difference between the

likelihood of λ and λ̃ is whether or not the covariates are standardized, hence

Xλ = X̃λ̃. (S12)

Now, solve it for λ to obtain,

λ = (X>X)−1X>X̃λ̃. (S13)

Therefore, the keyATM can store λ̃ in each iteration and rescale it to yield λ. Using λ, we wish to

obtain a posterior predictive distribution of θd given a new covariate data set X = x∗d. Then, the

posterior predictive distribution is,

p(θ∗d | x∗d,w) =

∫
p(θ∗d | x∗d,λ)p(λ | µ, σ2,w)dλ. (S14)

We can compute the posterior predictive distribution of the mean of θ∗d given x∗d∫
exp(λ>k x∗d)∑K
k′=1 exp(λ>k′x

∗
d)
p(λ | µ, σ2,w)dλ. (S15)
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S4.2 Keyword Construction Process

The application in Section 3.4 does not have human-coded topics. Catalinac (2015) applies the

LDA and then labels all topics. We do not use the most frequent words from the original output

because that would lead to analyze the same data as the one used to derive keywords. Instead,

we independently construct keywords using the survey questionnaires of the UTokyo-Asahi Surveys

(UTAS). This section explains the three steps of obtaining keywords from UTAS: categorizing all

labels in Catalinac (2015) into 21 policy areas, matching 21 policy areas with UTAS questions, and

selecting keywords from the question.

Catalinac (2015) fits the LDA with 69 topics and uses 66 of them as pork barrel or programmatic

policy topics, excluding three topics as credit claiming topics. Since the most of the topic labels are

granular and contain overlapping political issues, we first categorize 66 topics into 21 policy areas

to find corresponding questions in the UTAS. Tables S5 and S7 show all 66 topic labels taken from

Catalinac (2015) in the middle column and 21 policy areas in the left column. Next, we find UTAS

questions that represent each policy area. This process results in the removal of five policy areas

(sightseeing, regional revitalization, policy vision, political position, and investing more on human

capital) that do not appear in the UTAS.

Finally, we select keywords that represent each policy area from the corresponding UTAS ques-

tionnaires. Since most questions are fairly short, we choose nouns so that they match with the

preprocessed texts (the preprocessing steps remove the Japanese conjugation). The full list of key-

words is presented in Table 3. The original Japanese keywords are all single words, although some

of them become two English words after translation.
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Policy Area Original Labels UTAS Question (Year)

Public Works Appropriator for the district Subsidies to the local government should

be abolished in general (2003), It is

necessary to secure employment by

public works (2009)

Fixer-upper for the district

Statesperson and appropriator

Road Con-

struction

Transportation We should reduce the number of new

highways and make existing ones free

(2003), We should privatize four public

highway corporations (2003), We should

keep the road budget (2009)

Sightseeing Primary industries and tourism No corresponding questions

Health and leisure infrastructure

Regional Building a spiritually-rich community No corresponding questions

Revitalization Hometown development

Revitalizing the local community

Local facilities and infrastructure

Building a safe, reassuring community

Benefits for organized groups

Love of my hometown

Catching up with the rest of Japan

Agriculture, forestry and fisheries

Table S5: Pork barrel labels and UTAS questions: The left column lists the policy areas created
by the authors, whereas the middle column shows the original topic labels taken form Catalinac
(2015). The right column presents the questions from the UTAS, translated from Japanese to English
by authors.
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Policy Area Original Labels UTAS Question (Year)

Regional

devolution

Regional devolution We should reduce the state subsidies and

transfer tax revenue resources to

municipalities (2003), We should merge

municipalities (2003)

Tax No more unfair taxes, peace constitution We should increase the consumption tax

for stable pension system (2003), Do you

agree or disagree with increasing the

consumption tax for social security and

financial reconstruction? (2005), It is

inevitable to increase the consumption

tax within five years (2009)

No tax increases, no U.S.-Japan alliance

Consumption tax is to fund the military

No tax increase, no constitutional revision

Tax cuts for everyone

No consumption tax, no constitutional re-

vision

Economic Economic recovery It is urgent to finish the deflation, so

instead of cutting budget for fiscal

reconstruction, we should implement a

fiscal stimulus program to boost the

economy (2003, 2005)

recovery Economic stimulus

Fiscal reconstruction

Global econ-

omy

Japan in global economy We should protect the domestic industry

(2009), We should promote trade and

investment liberalization (2009)

Alternation Political and administrative reform What would be the ideal political

framework (2005), In general alternation

of government brings better politics

(2009)

of No more big business-favoritism

government Political reform

Reforming japan

No more iron triangle

Problems facing Japan

Small government

Alternation of government

Constitution Political reform, protect the constitution Do you think we should change the

constitution? (2005)

Party No more LDP, no more public works Do you think it is good for your party to

join the government coalition? (2009)Doing away with decayed LDP politics

No other party can be trusted

Postal Postal privatization
There are politicians who could not get

an authorization from LDP because of

the rebellion against postal privatization.

If they form a new party, what this new

party should do after the election?

(2005), Do you support the postal

privatization law, which was rejected in

the Upper House? (2005)

privatization No postal privatization

Post offices
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Inclusive Building a society kind to women The government should implement

special policies to increase the number of

women who have the higher positions

and better jobs (2003), The basic form of

the family consists of a couple and their

children (2009), The forms of family

should be diverse such as a single mother

and DINKS (2009)

society

Social Welfare and medical care Even if it end up with lowering the

quality of social welfare, the smaller

government is better (2003, 2005, 2009)

welfare No reform of medical care

Free medical care, no military spending

Nursing care

Pension Protecting people What do you think about merging the

national pension, employees’ pension,

and the mutual aid pension systems?

(2005), We should use tax for the

universal pension (2009)

Pensions and child allowance

From roads to pension

Education Investing in young people Education should respect the precedent

methods rather than cultivating child’s

individuality (2009)

Social security and child support

Better education and child-care facilities

Pensions and child allowance

Environment Saving the natural environment We need to sacrifice the standard of

living to protect the environment (2009),

Environmental issues are not as

important as to sacrifice the standard of

living (2009)

Earthquakes and nuclear accidents
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Security Foreign and national security policy
Japan should strengthen its defense

capacity (2003, 2005), Japan should not

have nuclear weapons (2003), Japan-US

alliance should be strengthened (2003,

2005), We should not hesitate a

preemptive attack if there is an expected

attack from (2003, 2005), Japan should

join the United Nations Security Council

to actively play an international role

(2003, 2005), We should use dialogue

rather than pressures to North Korea

(2005, 2009), The government should

change the interpretation of the

constitution to exert the right to

collective defense (2005), Japan-US

alliance is the basis of the Japanese

diplomacy (2009), Japanese diplomacy

should be centered around the United

Nations (2009)

No American bases

Opposition to military spending

Stubbornly for peace and human rights

Security and reassurance

Not a strong military but a kind society

Policy vision Vision for Japan No corresponding questions

Politics for the civilian, not for bureau-

crats

Political posi-

tion

Liberal democracy is best! No corresponding questions

Investing

more on

human capital

From concrete to people No corresponding questions

Table S7: Programmatic policy labels and UTAS questions: The left column lists the policy
areas created by the authors, whereas the middle column shows the original topic labels taken form
Catalinac (2015). The right column presents the questions from the UTAS, translated from Japanese
to English by the authors.

S4.3 Top Words

Public works Road construction

keyATM STM keyATM STM

politic politic development tax

Japan Japan road reduce tax

society* society city yen

citizen livelihood construction housing

protect citizen tracks realize
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livelihood protect budget daily life

secure secure realize move forward

LDP budget promote city

works constitution move forward education

public LDP early measure

Regional devolution Tax

keyATM STM keyATM STM

reform reform Japan Japan

rural area administration tax citizen

administration tax citizen JCP

tax* civilian JCP politic

Japan consumption consumption tax

politic rural area politic consumption

citizen fiscal policy tax increase tax increase

country devolve oppose oppose

society* nursing business business

consumption* bureaucrat protect protect

Economic recovery Global economy

keyATM STM keyATM STM

reform reform development development

measure postal industry community

society* privatize promote road

Japan Japan prefecture promote

economic climate rural area agriculture industry

reassure country plan road

economy citizen community agriculture

institution safe agriculture and forestry prefecture

safe government fishery promote

support pension enrich plan

Alternation of government Constitution

keyATM STM keyATM STM

government yen constitution consumption

alternation citizen consumption* tax

yen politic tax* politic

citizen Japan protect abolish

politic medical tax increase* citizen

medical cost politic LDP

Japan government Japan liberty

trillion tax livelihood Japan

elderly trillion society* rice

cost consumption peace agriculture

Party Postal privatization
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keyATM STM keyATM STM

Japan politic privatize tax increase

politic business tax increase* constitution

JCP LDP postal tax

LDP citizen yen consumption

citizen Japan LDP protect

business reform post oppose

protect donation Japan Japan

party JCP oppose LDP

donation plutocracy protect deterioration

reform party ordinary people yen

Inclusive society Social welfare

keyATM STM keyATM STM

politic politic politic politic

civilian reform society rich

society* new Japan society

participate realize reform hometown

peace citizen education* building

welfare* government rich welfare

aim daily life building make effort

human rights rural area realize heart

realize corruption century move forward

consumption* change welfare plan

Pension Education

keyATM STM keyATM STM

pension pension politic Japan

yen institution Japan person

institution yen person country

wasteful spending medical children politic

medical community education necessary

community parenting country problem

money wasteful spending make children

person support force force

abolish daily life have have

realize money problem future

Environment Security

keyATM STM keyATM STM

environment society Japan society

society* reassure foreign policy Japan

education* community peace world

realize building world economy
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community education economy environment

institution environment country international

reassure support citizen education

aim measure defense country

move forward economic climate safe peace

proceed employment international aim

Table S8: Top words of the covariate keyATM. The table shows the ten words with the highest
estimated probability for each topic under each model. For the keyATM, the pre-specified keywords
for each topic appear in bold letters whereas the asterisks indicate the keywords specified for another
topic.

S5 Additional Information for the Dynamic keyATM

S5.1 Keyword Construction Process

The procedure is similar to the one for the base keyATM application. We obtain keywords from the

Supreme Court Database project issue description available at their website.17 After scraping the

description from the website, we lemmatize each word using the Python library NLTK and remove

stopwords via the R package quanteda (Benoit et al., 2018). We then remove words and phrases

that have little to do with the substance of each topic. For example, some topic description includes

“Note: ”, which explains the background information that does not relate to the substance of topics

or specifies the content that should be excluded from the topic. We do not include such descriptions

when constructing keywords. Third, we keep the same keywords for multiple topics only if their

inclusion can be substantively justified. Lastly, we limit the number of keywords to 25 per topic.

We remove terms based on the proportion of keywords among all terms in the corpus if the topic

contains more than 25 keywords

S5.2 The Full List of Keywords

Label Keywords

Criminal procedure appeal application bank call congress construction counsel crime crim-

inal death due enact error evidence federal immunity jury justice lia-

bility line litigation obtain order penalty procedure process prosecution

question regulation remedy review right rule search sentence statement

supreme trial witness

Civil rights american benefit challenge civil condition constitutional construction

cost counsel criminal death discrimination duty employment equal fee

file jurisdiction justice liability national party payment penalty plan po-

litical protection provision public requirement right school security sub-

ject suit supreme

First amendment amendment bar benefit concern cost duty election employee first form

free legislative light material official party political private public regu-

lation requirement school security speech supreme

17http://www.supremecourtdatabase.org/documentation.php?var=issue. Last accessed on March 10, 2020.
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Due process constitutional defendant due employee hear hearing impartial jurisdic-

tion litigant loyalty notice oath pertain prisoner process property resi-

dent residual right statutorily

Privacy abortion comity contraceptive die freedom information libel privacy reg-

ulation right

Attorneys admission applicant attorney bar commercial compensation disbarment

discipline employee fee license loyalty oath official speech supreme

Unions activity agency condition dispute election employee employer fair fund

injunction labor litigation member relation representative right standard

strike union work

Economic activity business challenge claim company contract criminal damage death de-

fense determination election evidence fund immunity income injury ju-

risdiction jury labor land liability local national official power process

property protection public regulation remedy right security tax

Judicial power administrative affirm agency amendment appeal application authority

certiorari change circuit claim cost criminal damage direct dispute dis-

trict doctrine error evidence federal file first grant ground injury judi-

cial jurisdiction litigation merit official order part party power present

private procedure question relief remand remedy review rule right sub-

stantial suit supreme

Federalism activity amendment appeal authority business change child commerce

constitutional dispute enforcement ground immunity interpretation in-

terstate judicial jurisdiction labor land national property protection pub-

lic regulation remand support supreme tax union water

Interstate relations boundary conflict dispute foreign incorporation interstate property real

relation release territory

Federal taxation business claim entity expense federal fiscal gift internal national personal

pertain priority private professional provision revenue supremacy tax

taxation

Miscellaneous authority congress executive legislative release veto

Private action commercial contract evidence personal procedure property real tort

transaction trust

Table S9: Keywords for the dynamic keyATM: Keywords used in the dynamic keyATM application

S5.3 Top Words

Criminal procedure Economic activity Civil rights

keyATM LDA keyATM LDA keyATM LDA

trial trial federal∗ commission district∗ school

jury jury action commerce school district

defendant∗ petitioner claim price discrimination religious
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evidence evidence damage rate equal discrimination

criminal defendant suit∗ interstate election∗ county

sentence counsel statute market county election

petitioner right right carrier vote vote

judge rule rule∗ sale plan equal

conviction make plaintiff use one education

counsel judge ante service race student

Judicial power First amendment Due process

keyATM LDA keyATM LDA keyATM LDA

appeal federal public public child∗ sentence

district claim first first process offense

order district amendment speech interest death

petitioner appeal speech amendment right jury

federal∗ action government interest prisoner defendant

claim judgment may party may crime

rule rule interest may statute criminal

judgment petitioner religious right due penalty

issue jurisdiction right∗ political person punishment

respondent order can government prison sentencing

Federalism Unions Federal taxation

keyATM LDA keyATM LDA keyATM LDA

land search employee employee tax tax

water officer union union property∗ property

indian police board labor pay income

tribe amendment labor employer income∗ pay

right∗ arrest employer board payment∗ bank

reservation warrant agreement agreement interest interest

property fourth contract∗ contract benefit∗ corporation

use person employment∗ employment plan∗ payment

federal cause work bargaining amount amount

indians evidence bargaining work fund∗ business

Privacy Attorneys Interstate relations

keyATM LDA keyATM LDA keyATM LDA

search∗ child regulation∗ ante commission land

officer benefit use rule commerce∗ water

police interest agency∗ can interstate indian

amendment∗ medical standard standard carrier tribe

arrest plan fee whether rate right

warrant provide require even railroad reservation

evidence∗ parent congress∗ opinion service property

fourth woman requirement∗ decision new use

person may provide dissent transportation indians
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use statute secretary apply line∗ river

Miscellaneous Private action

keyATM LDA keyATM LDA

congress congress price power

power∗ provision market right

statute section sale government

government agency commission congress

provision∗ provide company∗ federal

federal∗ federal business∗ amendment

shall shall gas constitution

cong regulation sell statute

section statute product clause

legislative committee antitrust may

Table S10: Top words of the dynamic keyATM. The table shows the ten words with the highest
estimated probability for each topic under each model. For the keyATM, the pre-specified keywords
for each topic appear in bold letters whereas the asterisks indicate the keywords specified for another
topic.
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S5.4 ROC Curves

Figure S10: Comparison of the ROC curves between the dynamic keyATM and LDA
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Figure S11: Comparison of the ROC curves between the dynamic keyATM and LDA
(cont.)
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S5.5 Time Series Plot

Figure S12: Time trends of topic prevalence. Note that documents associated with Private
action appears in only one year in the SCD coding, and hence is omitted from this figure.
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Figure S13: Time trends of topic prevalence (cont.)
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S5.6 Quality of Keywords

Figure S14: Poor quality of keywords for the Privacy topic. The left panel presents the
histogram for the proportion of keywords among all words in each of the opinions that are classified
to the Privacy topic (blue bars) by the Supreme Court Database (SCD) human coders. Compared
to the other five topics (grey bars) from Table 6, the keywords appear less frequently in the Privacy
topic. The right panel shows the histogram for the number of unique keywords that appear in each of
the opinions associated with the Privacy topic by SCD. The number of unique keywords are smaller
in the documents classified to the Privacy topic than the other five topics.

Similar to the result of Section 2.4.4, the quality of keywords seems to matter for the poor results

of the interpretability and classification by the dynamic keyATM for the Privacy topic. The left panel

of Figure S14 shows the histogram for the proportion of keywords in each of the opinions that are

classified to the Privacy topic by the SCD human coding. The keywords for the Privacy topic appear

much less frequently than the other selected topics from Table 6 (grey bars). The right panel of the

figure presents the histogram for the number of unique keywords that are contained in each opinion

associated with the Privacy topic and other five topics by SCD. The figure indicates that on average

fewer keywords appear in the Privacy related opinions compared to the corresponding keywords for

the other five topics. As similar to the application of the base keyATM, these results suggest that

researchers need to pay a careful attention to the selection of keywords when fitting the keyATM.
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